Case: A 28-year-old man is transported by ambulance to a hospital after an anaphylactic reaction. Soon after he arrives in the emergency department (ED), he sustains cardio-pulmonary arrest. A prolonged cardio-pulmonary resuscitation (CPR) effort ensues, involving clinicians of multiple disciplines. Unfortunately, he never recovers a rhythm and death is pronounced. Distressed clinicians disperse to attend promptly to the other pressing needs in the ED.

Background: While patients commonly die under the care of clinicians in EDs, intensive care units (ICUs), or inpatient wards, timely and attentive processing of the death is not. “The Pause” is a ritual practice codified by Jonathan Bartles RN (an ED nurse) to describe a short period of silence intended to honor the person, care efforts, and family after a CPR attempt is unsuccessful (1). This Fast Fact describes “The Pause” and offers implementation suggestions for a care unit or health system.

Who? All individuals involved with the patient’s care and all those in the immediate vicinity upon the patient’s death may benefit from participating in “The Pause”. This includes not just physicians, nurses, and the family, but also volunteers, technicians, respiratory therapists, pharmacists, chaplains, social workers, and other visitors, particularly if they were present during a CPR attempt. It is important to inform invited participants of what is about to take place and ask if they would like to participate. Allow those who are not comfortable participating to opt out.

What? While there are no formal rules for how “The Pause” should be conducted, typically, it involves an introduction by the clinician either in charge of the code or pronouncing the death followed by 15-45 seconds of silence. A pause should not be used to insert one’s own religious or spiritual beliefs nor should it be laden with medicalized jargon. The following script has been recommended in the published medical literature: “Let us take a moment to pause and honor (patient’s name). They were someone who loved and was loved; was someone’s family member and friend. In our own way, let us take a moment in silence to honor (patient’s name). Let us also honor and recognize the care provided by our team” (1). After the pause, a statement of gratitude is recommended: “Thank you everyone” (1).

Why? The time preceding a patient’s death often is wrought with strong and complex emotions. Pausing to acknowledge these responses is vital for mental processing and meaning making. Rituals are a well-known adaptation for accomplishing this during new or stressful situations (2). “The Pause” creates an opportunity for loved ones and clinicians to honor the patient and the significance of what has occurred prior to moving onto the next, perhaps equally intense, tasks ahead. This is particularly relevant in a hospital setting where the frenetic pace can deny loved ones and clinicians from processing grief in real time; vicarious trauma can subsequently emerge among those chronically exposed to unprocessed traumatic stimuli (3-5). For clinicians, rituals such as “The Pause”, may reduce moral distress and burnout symptoms while increasing job satisfaction and bereaved care satisfaction scores (6-8).

When and where? Many units perform “The Pause” immediately after the pronouncement of death at the bedside so that as many friends, family, and clinicians who cared for the patient and are within proximity can participate if they so choose. If this is not possible, alternatives include setting a specific time, such as during shift change or care rounds, to honor those who died or having participants gather in the hallway as the body of the deceased is transported out of the room. When Bartels first described “The Pause,” he emphasized the importance of an organic integration model that individualizes the practice based upon the unique ritualistic needs of the care unit over a standardized implementation policy (9).

Adjacent Ritualized Memorialization Practices: Ritualization of death is important outside of just those that are unexpected. Even in instances where the death is expected, such as on a hospice unit or while on comfort care, finding a time to honor those whom the team has lost can help make the work more meaningful and less traumatic. Potential strategies include including a moment during interdisciplinary team rounds to honor patients who have recently died; offering a “Final Salute” to deceased veterans.
when their body is transported off the unit; or performing a pause prior to harvesting organs from a donor or when a recipient receives an organ transplant (9,10).
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